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June 6, 2018 
 
 
To: Kevin Henika 
 
 
RE: TCC Renovations 15C49 – Northside Site Work & Related Site Work Comments 
 
 
Dear Kevin, 
 
Please accept the following as the Owner’s Comments regarding the trash compactor work related site work 
including the replacement of the sidewalk from Tampa Street to the northeast corner of the building. We are 
working coordination with multiple contractors in this same area. The first contractor is our contract with RR 
Simmons to construct a trash compactor enclosure which includes a transformer for Harpoon Harry’s Crab House. 
The second is Mainstay Construction who is the contractor for Harpoon Harry’s Crab House (HHCH). The third 
is another City project for the Waste Water Department for an Air Release Valve (ARV) being constructed by 
Kimmins Construction. The last is TECO (who uses their own vendors) to install gas and electric service to 
Harpoon Harry’s (HHCH). 
 
TECO 
TECO Energy has two different teams to install their services. The first is TECO Electric who is providing the 
electrical service and transformer for HHCH. The project manager for TECO is Sharon Rich (813) 275-3044. The 
second is TECO Gas. The project manager is Betty Trueblood (813) 299-7342. They are using a vendor called 
Gas Master for the installation of the line and meters. The Tampa Convention Center has authorized and 
contracted to convert the electric water heaters etc. to gas with an excellent rebate attached to it. Gas Masters will 
be installing both meters on one upsized gas line as shown the attached Site Sketch. 
 
Harpoon Harry’s (HHCH) has contracted Mainstay Construction to build-out the retail space the City leased to 
them for their restaurant. The project superintendent is TJ Davis for Mainstay. The Restaurant Owner is Ron 
Evans. The architect is John Thompson from Wilder Architecture. The civil engineer is Chris Meares from 
Kisinger Campo & Associates (KCA). 
 
Transformer Pad Coordination 
HHCH will be providing a built-up earthen area for the pre-cast concrete base that TECO needs to mount their 
transformer upon. The finish elevation for this pad is generally at elevation 12.80 or 12.90 after looking at the C-6 
of ASD’s Drawings. The precast concrete pad for TECO does not have to be flush with the surrounding concrete 
pad. It can be mounted a little higher to ensure positive drainage away from the base of the transformer. It is the 
Owner’s (TCC) preference to have a construction joint between the precast concrete pad provided by TECO (See 
attached documents from TECO) and the newly provided 6” concrete pad inside the trash compactor enclosure 
wall being constructed by RR Simmons. According the attached TECO document, the earthen mound needs to 
have a 12’x12’ flat top. The existing grades in this area range from 11.3 to 12.0. The precast concrete pad that 



TECO is going to provide is 6” thick per their drawings. This would mean that the rough grade for this 12’x12’ 
earthen pad would be 12.30 or 12.40. 
 
TECO Gas Connection 
In cooperation with TECO Gas and Gas Masters, Gas Masters will be installing a upsized gas main and two meter 
separate meters (one for TCC and one for HHCH) on the north face of the building just of the double exit doors at 
the northeast corner of the building (near Truck Dock entrance from Franklin Street). (See Site Sketch). The route 
will start from the center of Franklin Street and run (centered) between two of the columns for Selmon and turn 
90 degrees to a location just west of the double doors. 
 
TECO Electrical Lines Routing 
We have met with TECO on-site with all of the parties mentioned in this memo to discuss the coordination of the 
route for the electoral conduits for the transformer. TECO asked the Owner to mark the preferred location for the 
conduit with flags. This was completed on May 16, 2018. The attached site sketch shows this location as 
following the back of the existing south curb line of the existing parking lot at approximately 30” offset from the 
back of curb. It tapers closer to the curb when it gets close to Franklin Street in order to follow their desired 
connection point on Franklin Street. 
 
Waste Water Air Release Valve (ARV) Coordination 
The City’s Waste Water Department (Charlie Lynch) is under contract with Kimmins to provide an air release 
valve and structure for the 54” force main running underneath this area. KCA has been working closely with 
Charlie Lynch’s team to accommodate a request to tie their valve structure which has a blow-off feature which 
may produce some effluent from the pipe (small amount). This will be tied to the grinder pump KCA is designing 
for HHCH’s kitchen and grease trap equipment. This is shown on the site sketch as well. The connection will be 
done by Kimmins from a stub out designed by KCA from the grinder pump. 
 
Water Service for Harpoon Harry’s (HHCH) 
Mainstay & KCA have been coordinating with the City’s Water department to provide service for the new 
restaurant. The site sketch also shows KCA’s route for the water line to minimize impact on the road and 
minimize interference with other utilities. 
 
Coordination with Trash Compactor Drain 
We have negotiated with all parties concerned to provide a connection for drain the Owner is requiring in the 
design. This drain is located on sheet C-6 of ASD’s check set. It is been agreed to tie this drain into the grinder 
pump. In speaking with Chris Meares (KCA) this week, he has provided a stub out on the west end of the grease 
trap to minimize the duplicate pipe runs to the grinder pump station. This is also shown on the site sketch. 
 
 
Owner’s Design Comments for ASD 
Trash Enclosure Specific Comments 
1. The Owner has requested a 4ft wide access gate on the west side of the enclosure area. It is show correctly on 

sheet C-6. However, Architectural drawings A1.04 & A5.04 do not show the access gate requested by the 
Owner. This was not corrected in a follow up e-mail showing this on sheet C-1 dated 05.16.18. Please place 
access gate as requested by Owner. 

2. Sheet C-6 show the area around the transformer as 2-3” rounded gravel. This is not acceptable. The entire 
area is intended to 6” thick concrete from the beginning of the project. This was corrected in a follow up e-
mail showing this on sheet C-1 dated 05.16.18. 



3. Parking space issue: Sheet C-6 shows the parking space that the Owner designed & requested as not being 
included. Sheets A1.04 & E1.02 show it correctly. This was not corrected in a follow up e-mail showing this 
on sheet C-1 dated 05.16.18. 

4. E1.02 shows three lights: one by the compactor which is acceptable and two attached to the precast column 
covers. The Owner desires to not mount these on the precast column covers. The Owner desires the lights to 
be mounted on the concrete block and spaced to appropriately light the space as needed. The mounting height 
is an issue as well. The Owner desires for the lights to stay below the height of the wall. The Owner does not 
want wall mounted lights that can be seen from the intersection of Tampa and Brorein. A possible solution is 
to mount the lights on the enclosure wall to avoid a glare towards the intersection. 

5. Sidewalk from Tampa Street to TCC: The existing sidewalk and curb ramp at Tampa Street is being torn up 
through a series utility cuts required for the project including gas, water, electric, and ARV line. The sidewalk 
has been cut for the electric conduit already. The gas line connection will be making another cut through the 
sidewalk between the columns of the Selmon. The water line trenching will cut across Franklin right where 
the curb ramp occurs and across the existing exit driveway. The line for the ARV facility might also be 
making a cut through the existing decorative concrete. During the discussions onsite to put in a force main 
from the grinder pump to the sanitary manhole on Franklin Street (to be done by Mainstay (HHCH)), there 
will be a need to tear up a good portion of the last bay of parking at the corner of Tampa & Franklin. In 
knowing this will be torn up significantly, the site sketch shows the proposed layout of the new sidewalk and 
ADA parking space. 

6. Grading: The grading plan only provides a minimal amount of grades to establish a drainage pattern. There 
should be grades along the face of the building within the enclosure that slopes from the transformer at 
approximately elevation. This was corrected in a follow up e-mail showing this on sheet C-1 dated 05.16.18. 
However, the additional pavement shown in the sketch applies. 

 
 

Site Sketch Items 
The attached Site Sketch is for the purposes of discussing appropriate sidewalk restoration and new ADA parking 
stalls. This sketch also shows the utilities of all three contractors as having been coordinated with this project. The 
grading call outs are a combination of proposed grades shown from Campo, KCA, and some from the Owner to 
describe desired outcomes. 
 
1. Enclosure area: All concrete sloping northward and westward towards the existing parking lot. 
2. Parking Lot Exit: Sheet C-6 shows no changes to the exit of the parking lot onto Tampa Street. The site 

sketch shows the desired configuration based on the previous conversations of the exit geometry. C-1 Shows 
only a portion of the parking lot exit. 

3. New sidewalk from Tampa Street/Franklin Street corner to north face of building: In reference to comment #5 
above with the sidewalk, the site sketch shows the desired sidewalk as 10’ wide x 6” concrete with 2’x2’ 
scoring with a Type D curb on the Franklin Street side. On the parking lot side of the sidewalk, there should 
be a 16” Type D curb with a 48” decorative fence down the center of it to act as a separator from the sidewalk 
and parking lot. The 48” decorative fence is to match what the City has already contracted to go along 
Franklin Street from Platt Street to the drop-off area. (Montage Plus 48”x8’ wide panels 2-1/2” 16 GA posts). 
Since so much of the curbing and pavement is being affected on this corner, the Owner desires to reconstruct 
as outlined in the sketch. This includes rehabilitating or reconstructing the asphalt since so much of it will be 
damaged, cut or removed due to the pits needed for horizontal boring etc. 



4. The Owner desires to grade out and fill the landscape space between the new sidewalk and the new trash 
compactor enclosure with crushed shell over landscape fabric for weed control. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Rob Rosner, RLA MPA 
Urban Development Manager 
City of Tampa 
 
  
cc: Bob McDonaugh, Economic Opportunity Administrator 
 Brian Hunter, Operations Manager, TCC 
 James Jackson, City Architect, Contracts Administration Dept. 
 



Tampa Convention Center - Northside
Comments & Preferred Layout (Per Owner)
2018-06-06

Proposed utilities have been combined and compiled 
onto this drawing for clarity and reference.

Grading call outs are shown from proposed drawings 
from ASD & KCA. All other grades are proposed by 
Owner for coordination of new work drainage accommo-
dation.

Crushed Shell Mulch
Grade to drain towards
parking lot

Entire colored area to be 6” thick
concrete. No gravel.

New 6” thick Conc. Walk
w/ 2’x2’ scoring

Access Gate (4’ wide min.)

ADA Detectable Strip

New Curbing (Type D)

New Curbing (Type D)

New Curbing (Type D)
16” wide with Fencing

New Fencing

New Curbing (Type D)

Wheel Stop

Owner Desires to
retain/restore this
parking stall

HHCH Team provided
a stubout for simple
connection

New curb turn-out to allow gravel
area to drain to parking lot










